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Background for non-gamers
● Non-functional cosmetic items 

introduced in 2009
● In 2010, an update was released 

that allowed players to trade 
hats and weapons with each 
other

● This has since been expanded 
to other games
○ CS:GO, DOTA, League of Legends
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How this all started..















Steam User Stats















Steampunks - Chasing the Criminals



Steampunks - PokeStealer

- Attacker runs Auto-
Accept Bot

- Distributes Stub.exe to 
victims
- With a method of their 

choosing



Steampunks - cursevoice.exe

- Installs Curse Voice
- Also installs a RAT, 

giving the attack 
persistent access to 
the victim’s computer



Steampunks - mumble

- Dropped JavaScript
- Anti-analysis 

protections
- Steals private 

information from 
browsers
- WScript.exe

- Installs into Startup



Steampunks - raidcall

- Dropped JavaScript
- “QEQWASDFASDF.PNG.EXE tried to sleep 

1566864 seconds”
-  Approximately 62 days

- Steals private information from browsers
- WScript.exe

- Installs into Startup



Steampunks - YourSpeaks

- Unhooks multiple Windows functions
- Steals private information from browsers
- Installs into autorun
- Process Injection
- Performs HTTP requests



Steampunk - Web “TTPs”

● Attack websites
○ Phishing
○ Malware droppers
○ Both

● Domain names split into two categories
○ “Brand” abuse
○ Image website linking to .scr/.jpg/.png but file header 

is executable



Brands
● Betting/trades

○ csgolounge
○ dota2lounge
○ backpack.tf

● Games
○ steamcommunity
○ dota2
○ csgo

● VOIP
○ mumble
○ raidcall
○ ventrilo
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Forecast

● Image site homographs/phishing will be 
weapon of choice
○ Harder to detect, not clearly abusing a brand
○ Screenshots will be used consistently by 

traders/buyers
● Malware will be more than just a stealer

○ Keyloggers, RATs, 
○ More to this market than just virtual items



Recommendations

● Valve
○ Already have an anticheat system steam (VAC)
○ Platform security team for Steam

■ Text analytics
■ URL Scanning

● Safebrowsing
● Phishtank

○ Allow for platform plugins
■ Let the community dev for you
■ Police marketplace for apps



Recommendations

● Us, the gamers
○ Same URL scanning capabilities, but in browser
○ Plugin for Chrome/Firefox

● Anti-phishing groups
○ #steamsheriffs on freenode
○ fortress of gamers http://f-o-g.eu
○ http://steamrep.com/



Questions

Zack Allen - @teachemtechy
Rusty Bower - @rustybower

Shoutouts:
/r/dota2, /r/steam, /r/globaloffensive, /r/tf2, 
/r/globaloffensivetrade, advicebanana


